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ABSTRACT

Let M be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension two with a smooth

Kahler metric and D a smooth divisor on M. If £ is a rank 2 holomorpliic vector bundle

on M with a stable parabolic structure along D, we prove the existence of a metric on

E' = E\^o (compatible with the parabolic structure) which is Hermitiaii-Einstein with

respect to the restriction of the Kahler metric of M\D. A converse is also proved.

MIRAMARE - TRIESTE

December 1995

1 Introduction

Let M be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension two with a
smooth Kahler metric and let D be a smooth divisor on M. If E is a holo-
morphic vector bundle of rank 2 on M we have the notion of a stable parabolic
structure on E (along D) and the notion of a Hermitian-Einstein metric on
E' :- E\M^D with respect to the restriction of the Kahler metric to~M\D.
We prove in this paper the essential equivalence of these concepts (For a
precise statement see Theorem 7.3).

The corresponding result for ordinary vector bundles is well known [N-S,
Dl, D2, D3, U-Y]. The case of parabolic bundles over Riemann surfaces is
treated in [MS, Bl, K, Na-St, P, SI, S2].

We now give a brief summary of the contents of the paper. The notion
of parabolic stability is introduced in Section 2 and it is observed that this
notion is the same as that of Maruyama and Yokogawa [M-Y]. If V is a rank 1
coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion free and K is a metric on E', we
define the analytic degree d(V, K) (Lemma 3.6). In Lemma 5.2 we construct
a metric A'o on E' with \KFfco\Ko € LP(M) for some p > 2 where AF^0 is
the contraction of the curvature FK0 with respect to the restriction of the
Kahler form to M \ D. Moreover we prove that the parabolic degree of E =
the analytic degree d(E,K0) (defined in 3.2). We show in Lemma 5.3 that
the parabolic degree of V is equal to d(V, A'o). We then consider the class of
metrics on E' compatible with the parabolic structure (Definition 7.1): these
are the metrics belonging to AK0 in the sense of Definition 3.3. We prove in
Lemma 5.4 that for any metric K compatible with the parabolic structure
we have d(V, K) = d{V, A'o). These two lemmas are proved by working on
an appropriate blow up of the surface M which is provided^by the following
result of Schwarzenberger [Sh]: there exists a blow up q ; M —• ~M such that
q'(V) becomes a line subbundlt of q'(E) twisted by a line bundle defined
by the exceptional divisor. In Section 6 we prove, using a result of Siu,
an extension lemma for coherent subsheaves of E'\ this says that if V is a
coherent subsheaf of E' (with quotient torsion free) and the curvature form
of V is in L1, then V extends as a coherent subsheaf of E. In Proposition
7.2, we prove that the heat flow K(t) for Hermitian-Einstein metrics with
initial condition A'o exists for all time and that |AF*-(()IK(<) is bounded for
( > 0. Given the above results, a general scheme of Simpson (proof of
Theorem 1 in [SI]) allows us to prove the existence of a Hermitian-Einstein
metric compatible with the parabolic structure on the parabolic stable bundle
{Theorem 7.3).

'Permanent address: Institute of Mathematics, Academia Sinica, Beijing 100080.
People's Republic of China.



2 Parabolic stability
Let ~M be a compact Kahler manifold of complex dimension 2, let w be a
Kahler metric on ~M. Let I? be a smooth irreducible divisor in M, and let
M = ~M \D. The restriction of u to M gives a Kahler metric on M, we fix
this metric once for all.

For simplicity, in this paper we assume that E is a rank 2 holomorphic
vector bundle over M and let FJ = E\M-

Definition 2.1 A parabolic structure on E with respect to D consists of
a) a flag of E\D

0 E\o - ^ Q 0

where F2 and Q arc line bundles over D.
b) weights Oi, a2 attacked to E\o and F3 satisfying 0 < &i < n^ < 1.

A holomorphic vector bundle E with a parabolic structure is called para-
bolic bundle, we write it as (E, D,an,012), or simply E..

Definition 2.2 We define the parabolic degree of (E, D,o1 ;a2) by

par deg E = deg E + (QS + a2) deg[D]

where [D] is the line bundle defined by the divisor D, deg E (resp. deg[ZJj) is
the degree of E (resp. the degree of [D]) in the usual sense using the Kahler
form u).

Definition 2.3 Suppose that V is a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E with quo-
tient torsion free, we define the parabolic degree of V by

deg V + ajdeg[Z)] if V\D is equal to F 2 outside
. . . 1 an analytic set of

par deg V = < ,. . . . . n' codimenston > 1 m u,
deg V -\- a-i deg[D] otherwise

Definition 2.4 We say that (E, D, ai ,aj) is parabolic stable if for every
rank I coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion free we have

par deg V < -par deg E

Remark 2.5 The notion of parabolic stability in our paper is the same as
parabolic fi-stabUity in [M-Y\.

Now we prove the remark. If E2(E) is the inverse image of F2 by the map
E —> E\D we have a filtration of E:

E = F,( F2(E) 3 E{-D).

We recall the definition of the parabolic degree in [M-Y]. Let

( E 0 < a < QI
F2E Ql < a < Q 2

E(-D) a2<a<l

The parabolic degree defined in [M-Y] is

par deg E= / deg Eada + 2 deg D
Jo

Suppose that V i s a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion
free, we set Va — V' D Ea, then

[ V 0 < a < Qi
Va = I V n F2E Qi < a < a2

{ V(-D) Q2 < a < 1

and par deg V = /0' deg Vada + deg D.
A simple computation gives

par deg E — ax deg E •+ (a2 - a-i) deg F 2 £

+ (1 - Q3) deg E{-D) + 2 deg D.

On the other hand, for instance by applying Riemann-Roch Theorem
for embedding of D in M (see [B-S]), we see that deg F2E = deg £ -
rcmk(E/F2E\D)AegD = deg E - deg D, and degE(-D) = degF-2degfl,
we have

par deg £ = deg E + (QI + a2) deg Z>.

Similarly

par deg V = Qj deg V + (a2 - ai)deg V n F2E

and

(-D) =degV-degZ),

deg V n F2E = deg V - ranfc(V/(V n F2£|D) deg

So,

J deg V + a2 deg[D] i
par deg V - j

F2) = 1
F2) = 0

thus the remark follows.



3 Analytic stability

Let E' = E\M- Suppose that A' is a Hermitian metric on £', then we have
an operator 9K such that df; = dh + 5 is the Hermitian connection of A.
Let FK be the curvature of d^.

Definition 3.1 M — {K is a Hermitian metric on E' such that \KFK\K £
I ' ( J W ) }, where A is the contraction with respect to the Kiihkr form UJ.

Definition 3.2 //A" e M, we define the analytic degree oJ(E,K) by

£1
2TT

2TT

A- A

v-At

In general, d{E, K) will depend on K. If H is another Hermitian metric
on E\ we write // = Kh, where ft is a global section of the endomorphism
bundle End(E) of E over M, which is Hermitian with respect to K and //.
Then we have dH - dK = h~ldKh, FH = FK + dih^dnh), and trFH =
trFK+ dd\ogdel h.

Let Sh- = SK(E') denote the vector bundle of self-adjoint endomorphisms
of E' with respect to A'. For 1 < p < oo, let LP{SK) (resp. I ? ( 5 A - ) ) denote
the space of sections s of the vector bundle SK satisfying \s\x £ LP(M) (resp.
s € LF(Sh-) and ds e /-''(fi1 (SK)) where fi'fSA) is the space of 1-forms with
values in SK).

Definition 3.3 Suppose that K,H e M, H = Kh. If
a) A € L2,(SK),
b) H, K are mutually bounded (that is, for any x € M, sr G E'x, C\SS\K <

\$X\H ^ CISJIA- whert c and C are two positive constants), then we say that
H and K are compatible.

Let Ax denote the set of Hermitian metrics on E' compatible with K.

Lemma 3.4 Suppose that K,H € M, and assume that H € AK, then
d(E,H)=d(E,K).

Proof: Since H € M, we can define d(E,H). The formula tr!KFH -
tr\Fx = v/-i" A logdet h implies A log det ft € Ll(M). By 9 log det/i =
tr(dhh~l), we know that logdetA G tJ(A/). By a result of Gaffney ([G]
P.145, also see Lemma 5,2 in [Si]) we have fM A log det hdV = 0. So the
lemma follows.

Suppose that V is a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion
free, then it is a line subbundle of E in an open set which is the complement
of a finite set of points. Choose a Hermitian metric K £ M, and let -K denote
the orthogonal projection with respect to the metric A" onto V in this open
set. The metric K restricts to a inetric on V in the open set.

Definition 3.5 For any Hermitian metric K on E', let VK = { V is a rank
1 coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion free and T\ G 1\{SK) } , where
TT is the orthogonal projection onto V with respect to K.

For any V e VV, we can define the analytic degree d(V, K) of V by
integrating outside the finite set of points where V is not a subbundle of E,
and we have the following formula.

Lemma 3.6 If K £ M and V e VA,

' ~- I tr\FKvdV
r JM

2v JM " 2n JM '

Definition 3.7 Suppose that K e M. We say that (E,K) is analytic stable
if for every V € VK, d{V, K) < %d(E, K).

Remark 3.8 This notion of analytic stability is not the same as that of
Simpson [SI, p.878], since we demand V to be a subsheaf of E (not just E',
see Proposition 6.5 below).

4 Hermitian-Einstein metrics

We first recall the following definition.

2JT JM

T



Definition 4.1 A Hermitian metric H on E' = E\M >S called Hermitian-
Einstein, if AFH = ^1 where I is the identity endomorphism of E', \ it a
constant.

Remark 4.2 If H is a Hermitian-Einstein metric on E', then \AFH\ €

Let us consider the trace free part of /•'#, defined by F^ = f1// — ^irF/tl.

Proposition 4.3 Suppose that H satisfies that AFf} — 0, and \AtrF[{\ £
l*(M) (p > 2). Then there is H' G AH such that H' is a Hermitian-Einstein
metric.

Proof: We set H' = e~*W, where <j> is a real valued function on M, we
have

Clef l r ly / = ^ S f j - M r A f " < n / -J^trAFH € I/(M) with ,, > 2.
Since jjjfdV = 0, we can get a <f> 6 L\{M) such that A4> — f in the sense of
distributions (on M). Moser's estimate [Mol] (also see [G-T] Ch. 8) implies
that <j> G {^(M) (recalling that dime M — 2), and regularity results imply
that if is smooth in M. Hence H' € AH and AFH' = ^1-

Remark 4.4 If H is a Hermitian-Einstein metric, then AFjj = 0.

5 Construction of initial metrics and equiv-
alence between parabolic stability and an-
alytic stability

We shall first construct a class of metrics.
Let exp : TM —» M be the exponential map defined by the real part of the

Kahler metric. Let N be the orthogonal complement of TD in TM\o- Then
exp |,v maps diffeomorphically a neighborhood W of the image of the zero
section of N onto a tubular neighborhood U of D. We define the projection

p : V —> D by p .= r?{exp |JV) l, where rj : N —* D is the canonical projec-
tion. We can see that the differential dpx : TTM -> TXD is the orthogonal
projection if x € D.

Since the real part g of the Kahler metric is invariant under J, where J
is the complex structure on TM, we see that, for x G D, NX(D) = (T^D)1^
is invariant under J.

Since p : U -> D is a deformation retract, the smooth bundles E\u and
P*(E\D) are isomorphic. However, for our purposes, we choose a specific
isomorphism t/' : P~(E\D) ~> E\u as follows. Choose a Hermitian metric h on
E, and let <4 = dh -r (5 be the Hermitian connection. Let 7 be the geodesic
connecting p(x) and x. For any v e (£|D)P(X), we define ip(v) € E\x to be
the parallel transport of v with respect to dh along 7. We claim that, for any
smooth section « of E|rj, we have

ID = da (1)

where <%4>(p's) is formed using the holomorphic structure on E,

and 5s are considered as sections of the restriction of E ® T'M & C to D.
In fact, we choose a local coordinate system of x € D denoted by ( J I , Z2) £

{|2,| < 1} x [\z2\ < 1} such that D n {\zi\ < 1} x {\z2\ < 1} = {z, =
0} x {\z2\ < 1}, x corresponds to (0,0), and g,j = i,j at (0,0). To prove (1),
it is clear that it suffices to show that

= 0 ( P * * ) | D = 0.
Oil

For any v 6 Nx, we consider the geodesic f(t) = exp^tv; since

it holds that
) ^ > I* = 0.

So, for any » £ NX<%>C, we also have

,u > I* = 0.

We write zi = Si + - / -h / i , because T ^ , ̂  £ NX and JV̂  is J invariant,

we can see that ^ e Nx <E>C. Therefore

d



and the claim follows.

We choose a metric on the line bundle [D] defined by the divisor D. Let
(T be the canonical section of D which vanishes on D, We may assume that
its length \c\ < 1.

Defini t ion 5.1 Suppose that K is a Hermitian metric on E' = E\m. We
say that K is of polynomial growth with respect, to E (or with respect to K\),
lf\K\Kx = O(\o-\"') and \h\\K = 0{\e\a*) for some au a2 e R, where I\, is
a Hermitian metric on E over M.

Clearly, if A'I is another Hermitian metric on E over M, A' is of polynomial
growth with respect to A'i, then it is also of polynomial growth with respect
to A'2.

L e m m a 5.2 Suppose that (E,D, ori,a2) is a parabolic bundle. Then there
exists a Hermitian metric A'o on E' = E\M such that

a) A'o is of polynomial growth with respect to a metric k\ on E,
b) If dxa (resp. daj is the Hermitian connection of Ko (resp. h\) and

FK 0 is its cumature form, then we have |rfA-0 - da, |K0 £ V{M) for any 1 <
p < 2, and \FKJKo £ W(M) for any\<p<pa = m i n i ^ , ^ , ^~}-

c) Iir^ft-Dl € i ° ° (M) andpardegE. = the analytic degree d(E,Ka).

Proof: Suppose that U' is a tubular neighborhood of D, that p : U' —> D
is the projection, tjf : P'(E\D) -> E\w is the smooth isomorphism defined at
the beginning of this section. Choose a C°° splitting E\D = F-z © Q, let hj
and hi be smooth metrics on Q and F2 respectively. Then we define a metric,
on E\u> by

and define a metric on E\U'\D by

where 4> = V'*1-
We can construct metrics A'] and A'o on E and E' such that A'i and A'o

coincide with K[ and K'Q respectively on a smaller tubular neighborhood U.
Clearly, KQ satisfies a).

To prove that A'o satisfies b), for any x € D, we choose a holomorphic
frame e2 for F2 and a smooth frame ei for Q in a neighborhood of x in D,
then ^(p'ei) and i>(p*e2) is a frame for E\u in a neighborhood of x in M.
Suppose that f\, fi is a holomorphic frame of E\u in the neighborhood such
that f'i\rj = e-i- Assume that {f\,fif = Si(V :(p*ei),^(p*e2)) r, where

9i =
a 0
7 S

Then

and

Note that (diip"e2))\D = de2 = 0 by {l),_so that 7 | o = 0, S]D = 1 and
df\o — &6\D ~ 0 considered as sections of T'M ® C\ri-

With respect to the holomorphic frame / 1 , /2, the matrix of Ai is g\.hagl
and the matrix of A'o is gjhohg^ where

0

- C T ,;-.)•
We set g — gi\/h~a, then g\hog* = gg" and gihohg' = ghg*.

If we write

ft
9 = 7i

we also have 71 |D = 0 and 5 7 I | D — 0 in the above sense.
If we write g~1dg as

a b
c d } 'CD

then we have

dg'(g') ' = r -t ) •

10
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< ...«•!.

Sim- + a,d~n), we have

An = 0. (2)

[jet An, (resp. A^o) be the connection form of h\ (resp. A'D) with respect
to the frame / ] , / j . Then

AKO = d(ghg'}(ghgT]

Hence,

= 9(yg")(gg') ' = dgg '

AKt-AKi =

-^g-* +dgAdkh-1g-i -gdhtr1 Adg-

+ dgkAdg'(g')-lh'1g'1 + gdh. A dg-(g-)-'h'xg-

+ ghBidg'lgT^k-'g-1 - gkdg'(g')-{

-1^1 Adg-1 +V(dgg~l).

With respect to the frame (s\,s-t)7 = h~ig~>(fl,f2}T, we have

AKt-AKl = dhk->+k*dg-(g-)-lk'l

+ h-?g-ldg Adkh-1^ + h-'idklC1 Ag^dgh*

+ hh~ldh A dg'(g')-lh~i + kh)g'(g')-1

We will show that

n

(4)

and
k[ KA'0|A0 S t, (5)

where fi — max{ 1 — ( Q 2 — Qi) , (a2 — Qi )} -
Suppose that (21, z2) is a coordinate system in the neighborhood Ux and

D is defined by z\ = 0. If
function, then

\7 =

ilt

1 in Ux, where e is a positive smooth

0 0 2 ^ + 3 log e ) '

Without loss of generality, we may assume that

0
0

O di

It is obvious that we have (4). And it is also clear that the norm of the
first three terms on the right hand side of (3) is bounded above by C|<T|'O1~"2 '.
To deal with the last six terms, we need some computations which we will
give in the following, in which we use crucially the equation (2), which is due
to our particular choice of isomorphism xj> from p*(E\o) to E\\j.

We have h~'g~l7)g A dhh^h* + h^idhh^1 A g~l()gk2

0
-ai)\er ^ A c

and h~2g~ll)ghl A hldg"(g')~1h~2

a A a + b A 6|cr|s(ai~Ol> o A c\a\"'^a2 + b A
+ dAb\a\a->-<* >-a^> + d A d

12



a A a + cAcJCTpf"1^) a A 6|<T|° !-U ' + c A d\a\">

A a\a\a*-a> + d A c\<7\a'-ai b A b\(r\2^-"> -f d A d

Then (5) follows from (2). By (4) and (5) we see that \dKa - dKl \K{>

L»(M) for 1 < p < 2 and |F/ro|/ro e / ^ (M) for 1 < p < p0 . This proves b).
We have

trFKo = SdlogdetA'o

= dd log det A'i + 39 log det h

= frFA-, + {

in U \ D.
By the Poincare-Lelong formula ([SABK], Ch.II Section 1, Theorem 2),

one has

1

where C\([D]) is the first Chern form of \D] and <5D is the current denned by
D. Hence <9cHogj<r|2 is in L°°(M), being the restriction to M of the smooth
form -r^CidD]) on M. This proves the first part of c).

Since

/ ~3d log det A',~' A'o A *u>
J hi

and the first term on the right hand side of the last identity clearly vanishes
we have

Hence

d(E, A'o) = f/
JM

M

M

trFK, A •

trFKl A ••

A *ui

+ ( « . - 2?r JM

27rv/^T JM

A * u ;

T | 2 A *

13

Using the Poincare-Lelong formula again, we have

This completes the proof of the Lemma.

Now we consider the relationship between parabolic stability and analytic
stability.

Lemma 5.3 Let V be a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E with, quotient torsion
free.

I) If A | is a metric on E

2) If A'o is the metric defined in Lemma 5.2, we have V € Vna (VA-0

defined in 3.5).
3) And

= d{V,Ka).

Proof: Observe that V is a line bundle and outside a finite set of points,
V is a line subbundle of E.

For simplicity we assume that XQ £ M is the only singular point of V, that
is, V is a line subbundle of E outside x0. By a theorem of Schwarzenberger
{[Sh], Proposition 2) we can find a smooth surface M, which is obtained
successively blowing up points over a'o, such that the following holds. Let q :
M -* M be the canonical map and let {Pi} (i = 1,•• • ,1) be the components
of the exceptional divisor S = q~l(xo)\ then there exist positive integers {rrt;}
(i: = ] , • • • J) such that the canonical map from q'(V) to q'(E) maps q"(V)
isomorphically onto a line subbundle of q"(E) ® O(~m;Pi).

We first prove 1), ie.

Note that for any choice of a metric 7 on q*(V) we have

14
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as is seen for example by using a metric on q"(V) which is a pullback of a
metric on V. Now consider the metric on ij*(V) obtained from the metric
on q'{E) ® O(-miPi), where we use on <j'(E) pullback of A'i and on each
O(Pi) some metric. Let |<r,| be the norm of the canonical section of O(Pt)
with respect to the metric. We have

deg V = —t— / - F> A q'(u)
£7V JM

- L [q'iPK,\v)JM\S

L (
lH\S

2JT
f ( - -

JM\S^ 2

A u - ^ / . Ch(O(P,)) A ,*(W)

2ir

in
since /p. qm(u) = 0, where Ci(O(P;)) is the first Chern form of O(P,).

From now on, we suppose that A's is the metric of E defined in Lemma
5.2. Since FKoW = FKllv +dd\og((Kl\v)-i(Kt]\v)), using 1) we have

Z7T JM

[n the following we calculate the second term on the right hand side of
the last identity.

We consider the case where x0 € D. The other case where x0 € M is
easier. In fact, we use blow up as above and compute

15

We choose a local coordinate system {zi,Xi) £ V — {\z\\ < \}x{\z-i\ < 1}
such that xa corresponds to (0,0). Suppose that ei is a frame for Q and e2

is a holomorphic frame for F2, then 0(p*ei), V'(P*e2) 'S a frame for E in the
neighborhood. Using this frame, the matrices of A'! and /V"o are respectively
hi) and hah. Here we use the same notation as that in the proof of Lemma
5.2.

Suppose that /i f2 is a holomorphic frame of E in the neighborhood and
fi\o — <-'2- Assume that m is the metric on C( — miPi) and that e3 is its
holomorphic frame, then <?*(/i) ® e-j and q'(fz) ® «a is a holomorphic frame
tot q'(E)®0{-m,Pl).

TWe set (?'(/,),</*{/a))T = here

<?•(<?) =

Then

Since / j | D = ea, we have <?JI|,-I(D) = 0 and 3S2|,-MD) = 1-
Suppose that s is a holomorphic frame of V in the neighborhood U then

</•(.') is a frame of q'(V). Since 9 '(V) is a subbundle of q'(E) ® 0{-miP,),
we have q"{s) = aq'(fi) ® e3 + bq"(f2) ® e3, where a and 6 do not vanish
simultaneously at any point in q~1{U).

We denote by D" the proper transform of D. We may assume that
{D*, ft} forms a divisor with normal crossings.

Now we consider the first case, that is V\D = E2 outside xa< in this case
we have a]o- = 0, 6 has no zero on D" and only finitely many zeroes on the
exceptional divisor; for simplicity, we assume that there is only one zero x\.

Set A, = < q'{ei),q'[ej) >,.(*-,), h2 = < q'{a),q'(e2) >g-(Kl), h2 =<
e3,«3 >m , and

A =

B =

\b\2\g2l |

then

16



So, in <? '(f^) we have

=l°g(-
B

A + B -)

In the following calculation, we need the local expression of q'(to). Sup-
pose that (u, u) is a local coordinate system around a point in the exceptional
divisor 5, and 5 is defined by v = 0. Then

A <tv

A rfu + a2j<fo A dv (6)

Suppose that er* is the canonical section of D", then |<J'IT|J = |<7*|2n,|(7,|2.
Note that a\p- = <?2I|DV = 0 and i|,-i(/j) does not vanish except at Xj, by a
simple computation in local coordinates, using (6) we can see that

A 9

where B((zi) is a small neighborhood of x\. However in Bi(xi), we have

A + B

log(

Note that A is bounded from below by a positive constant in B&(x\)
when S is sufficiently small, by a simple computation and the Poincare-Lelong
formula we can get

n'irl2!"1*01' + R
! \ + B ) A 9 » € i'tftfa:,) \ q~

Therefore

9'(w) 6 i ' ( M \ ^ '(Z))).

17

Now we compute

and show^that it is zero.

Let Mfl = {x € A/||IT*| > /3 and |cr,| > /3 for every i). Choose a local
coordinate system (Ui,«j) € {l^il < 1} x {\u2\ < 1} such that Xi corresponds
to (0, 0) and the exceptional divisor is defined by u2 = 0. Then

(7)

for any 6 > 0.
Since

and A is bounded from below by a positive constant in the neighborhood
{|tij| < 5} x {|u2j < /?} when S is sufficiently small, by (6) we have

for sufficiently small fixed S > 0. Then similarly we can see that the first
term on the right hand side of the last identity in (7) is also 0.

Thus,

JMM\1-'{D)

18



It. is obvious that

27! JM\<I-'(D)

/
Zn JM

91<»g(|<7|s"J) Au . =

Therefore

V,A'o) = degV
J\f

A ^

= deg V

In the second case, we may assume that, in the formula for q'(s). b\o' — 0
and a does not vanish on D'. In this case we write

By an argument similar to the one used above we have

As a consequence of Lemma 3.6, we see from above, that V £ V*-,,. This
completes the proof of the lemma.

Lemma 5.4 Suppose that KB is the metric constructed in Lemma 5.2 anil
K e AKo- Then VK = VKa, and for any V € Vho, d(V, K) = d(V,K0).

Proof: Let h = KKQ1; it suffices to show that |5(ft|v)| G ̂ (M) because

TA-= CJlv)""l'rft'<A _
We adopt the notation in the proof of Lemma 5.3. In particular q : M —>

M is the blow up.
Note that |A|A-0 £ I°°(M) and |5/J|A-0 G LJ(M). We shall prove that

(8)
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which will imply \d(h\v)\ € L3(M).
Assume that q'hq'(fi) — Y.j hij<l'(fi)i

<q*kq's,q'x >g-(h0)

We consider, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, the case where V\o =
outside xa.

In the neighborhood of a point where b does not vanish, we have

+ C\

We make the computations in a neighborhood of p £ D* OS. Choose a local
coordinate system (u, v) such that p corresponds to (0,0), U* — {u = 0} and
S = {v = 0}. Then |a| = 0(|u|) and \gn\ = 0(\uv\).

We have

Note that
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< Ci

4

e

for any e > 0. Hence we have

< c[-
2(0.-02}

A similar proof shows that

• | , . M ^

It is easier to estimate the other terms, for example we have

+ B

The above estimates show that in a neighborhood of a point where b does
not vanish, (8) holds.

In the neighborhood of a point where a does not vanish, we write

<<j'hq*s,q's>,.(Kl>) _ \q*v\-2a< < q'hq*s,q"s >,.(*-.)

< q's,q's >,.<*„) \q

and prove (8) as above,
The following proposition can be easily derived from Lemma 3.4, Lemma

5.2, Lemma 5.3, and Lemma 5.4.

Proposition 5.5 Suppose that (E, D,ai,ai) is a parabolic bundle, and as-
sume that K € AK0 where KQ is defined in Lemma 5.2. Then E. is parabolic
stable if and only if(E,K) is analytic stable.
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6 An extension lemma
In this section, we prove a converse of Lemma 5.3(2).

We shall use the following theorem which was proved in [S-T] (Theorem
2.2).

Theorem 6.1 If T C Q are coherent analytic skeaves on a complex space X
and A is a subvariety, then the gap sheaf T[A\ is coherent, where the subsheaf
T\A] of Q is defined by the following presheaf:

u—4 {s fi r{u,g) \3\u\Aer(u\A,r)}.

Using this theorem we can prove

Lemma 6.2 Suppose that F is a coherent subsheaf of E' = E\M • Assume
that F extends a coherent subsheaf of E locally along D, i.e. for every point
x £ D we have a neighborhood IV ofx and an extension as a coherent subsheaf
of E\[j. Then F extends as a coherent subsheaf of E globally.

Proof: Define a subsheaf F' of E on M. For any open set U C M,
F'(U) = { section 3 of E on U, s{x) € F, if x <E U n M } . Clearly F'\M =
F. By the theorem of Siu-Trautmann, for every point x t D, there is a
neighborhood N of x, such that F'\N is coherent. So F' is coherent.

Proposition 6.3 Suppose that K is a metric on E' = E\M with polynomial
growth with respect to E, assume that the curvature form FK belongs to
Ll. IfV is a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E' with quotient torsion free and
ir £ L](SK), then it extends to a coherent subsheaf of E.

Proof: Lemma 6.2 implies that the extension is a local problem, so we
may assume that M = Ui x U2 is a poiycylinder where U\ = {z\ \ \z\\ < i^},
U2 = {«2 I W < r2} and that M = M \ D = U* x U2 where U' = {2, J_0 <
].2]I < rj}. Furthermore we may assume that the Kahler metric on M is
Euclidean, and E = Q2

M. Let H denote the constant metric on E obtained
from this identification.

V is a line bundle and outside some points x, = (^5,̂ 5) '*• >s a l 'n e sub-
bundle of E'. This line bundle is trivial, as the divisor D is smooth. Hence
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we can choose a non vanishing section v such that with respect to the in-
duced metric the curvature of V is / = — ddlog \V\K outside the singular set
of points.

The Chern-Weil formula yields

we have Jjj\f\dV < oo by our hypotheses, that is

\f(z1,z2)\dVldV2<oc.

We set A = {z2 € U2 \ fv, \f{z,,2i)\dVi < oo }\U,{^L then the measure
of {Ji \ A is zero, so that A is a thick set in V\. [A subset of an open set O
in C" is called a thin set if it is contained in U^i Ai and A, is a subvariely
of codimension > 1 in some open subset of G, And a subset of G is called
thick if it is not thin.] Now we shall use a theorem of Siu ([Siu], Theorem
4.5); the following lemma is a corollary of the theorem.

Lemma 6.4 Suppose that A is a thick set in U?, assume that Q is a coherent
analytic sheaf on Ui x U2 and that JF is a coherent analytic subsheaf of Q
with quotient torsion free on U' x U2- If for every z2 G A, T\u^\^} can be
extended to U\ x {z2} as a coherent analytic subsheaf of <?|t/|X{Zi)t then T
can be extended uniquely to a coherent analytic subsheaf of Q on Ui x d^.

The above lemma implies that it suffices to prove that for every i2 £ ^
V'|(/'X{23j can be extended as a coherent subsheaf of E\ulX^y, but this is
proved by Simpson in [SI] (Lemma 10.6). This completes the proof of the
proposition.

Therefore we have

Proposition 6.5 Suppose that K is a metric on E1 = E\M with polynomial
growth with respect to E, assume that the curvature form F^ belongs to L1.
The notion of analytic stability for (E, K) defined m this paper is the same
as that of [Si, p. 878],

Let A'o be the metric constructed in Lemma 5.2. Since A'o is of polyno-
mial growth with respect to E and |î Vo|A"0 £ L'(M) we have the following
proposition.

Proposition 6.6 Suppose that (E,D,a^Q^) is o parabolic bundle, and as-
sume that A'o is the metric defined in Lemma 5.2, Then E, is parabolic stable
if and only if(E,h'u) is analytic stable in the sense of Simpson [SI],

7 Equivalence between the parabolic stabil-
ity and the existence of a H-E metric

In this section we shall prove our main theorem.
We recall that, a holomorphic vector bundle E over M is said to be in-

decomposable if there do not exist two proper subbundles V', W such that

Definition 7.1 Suppose thai (£, D, Qi,o2) is a parabolic bundle, H is a Her-
mitian metric on E' = E\M, TO say that H is compatible with the parabolic
structure if H 6 AK0 where A'o is defined in Lemma 5.2

In the following proposition we show the long time existence of the heat
equation for Hermitian-Einstein metrics with the initial data h'o.

Proposition 7.2 Let (E,D,aua2) be a parabolic bundle. Then there exists
a Hermitian metric K £ AK0 on E' = E\M satisfying the heat equation

K\t=o = and det K = det Ko

on M and |AFK|K G t°°(M) for any t > 0, where Ka is the metric con-
structed in Lemma 5.2 (A^^ is defined in 3.3).

Proof: Let Mp — {x € M |O-(JC)| > 0}, where 0 < /? < 1, and consider
the above heat equation on Mp with Dirichlet boundary condition. More
precisely, we consider, writing h = K^1K, the equation

(Afio - ~)h

on M0 with A|,=o = /, det/i = 1, and h\dM(! = I, where AK0 = —y/^l
It was proved in [SI] that this heat equation with Dirichlet boundary

condition has a solution for all time.
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Let Gp(x,y,t) be the heat kernel of Mg with Dirichlet boundary condi-
tion, we then have

for all (x,y,i) £ Mg x M& y, [8, R] where 0 < $ < R < co.
For each 0, let Kg be the solution on Mp with Dirichlet boundary condi-

[ ] J ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ > 0.tion. By Lemma 6.1 in [SI] we have (A - J ^

Define L(x,t) = fu,Gp(x,y,t)\AFfra{y)\i.ady, then

and | A F ^ ( ^ , ( ) I A - ? - L(x, 0 satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition. The
maximum principle implies

JtAp

< Cs,R\\ |AF

for all (z,i)€ Mp x [S,R].
Using an argument aimilar to the one used in obtaining Lemma 3.1 (d)

in [Si] we have

where hp = Kg1 h'p. On the other hand, by Lemma 5.2 we have |AF^ |hcn €
LF(M) for any 2 < p < pg. Multiplying the above inequality by logp~' \trhp

and integrating, we obtain

- L (

So,

M,

log" \irhadV < Crt". (10)
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In Mfl, we have ([SI], Lemma 3.1 (c))

Ahg-trhp > -

^

by Lemma 5.2 and (9),

= 0,

for some p > 2 and any ( € [5, /?]. Hence by Moser's iterative argument
[Mol](also see [G-T] Ch.8), we have

sup log ̂ r ^ < Ci,r,R(l + ([ \ogPltrk0dV)?)-
Ms

recalling that dime M = 2.
Therefore we can conclude, using (10), that

(11)

for all « e [-5, R\.
Thus *rft̂  and \K@\K0 are bounded on M^ x [S,R]. The bounds are

independent of 0.
Note that det h0 - 1, we have irh,j > 2 = *rftfl|SAfjJ, so ^trhp\3Me < 0,

where ^ denotes the differentiation in the direction perpendicular to the
boundary using the Hermitian connection dx^. Since [Si] (Lemma 3.1 (b)
and (c))

+
we can obtain

(12)

for t 6 [S, R] by integrating on both sides of the last identity. Therefore
there exists a sequence ft —>• 0 such that A'o, —> K in LJ(MT x [6, R\) for
0 < r < 1.
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Suppose 0 < fij < T, then in Mr,

where cr(Kpt, Kg^) = trK^1KpJ + IrA'^' A'<j, — 4.
By Moser's [Mo2] iterative argument for parabolic equations we have

and hence we get C° convergence of Ajj, on compact sets.
Now we can repeat the argument used in the last paragraph in the proof

of Proposition fi.6 in [SI] to get the global existence of the heat equation
on M. Indeed, Lemma 6.4 and the subsequent remark in [SI] imply that
on a fixed relatively compact subset Z C M, I\0, are bounded in L^(Z)
as /3, —>• 0 for any 1 < p < oo.The bound is uniform in t G [24, R]. Let
Lj.jfZ x [2£,/?]) denote the space of metrics with two V derivatives in the
space direction and one in the time direction. By the heat equation, the
time derivative of A'̂ , are bounded in l.v so A',j, are bounded in L\,y By
going to a subsequence we may assume that for each relatively compact open
subset Z, A'A -^ K in L\^{Z x [28, R]) for any 1 < p < oo. By the Sobolev
embedding A>, —> A' in Ci/0(Z x [26, R]). Therefore the limit A' satisfies
the heat equation on M x (0, oo) and thus belongs to C'X'{M x (0, oo)).

By (11) and (12) we know that, for any t > 0, A' e -4AV By (9), we have
K € L°°(M) for any i > 0. This completes the proof of the proposition.

Theorem 7.3 Let M be a compact Kdkkr manifold of complex dimension
2 and D a smooth irreducible divisor of M. Let E be a rank 2 holomorpkic
vector bundle on M with a parabolic structure Em = (E,D,ai,a2). If E.
is parabolic stable there exists a Hermitian-Einstein metric on E' compati-
ble with the parabolic structure. Conversely, if B is indecomposable, and E'
admits a Hermitian-Einslein metric compatible with the parabolic structure,
then E, is parabolic stable.

Proof: Suppose that E. is parabolic stable, by Proposition 6.6 we know
that (E, A'o) is analytic stable in the sense of Simpson ([SI], p.878), where
A'o is defined in Lemma 5.2.
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Since we use a Kahler metric to defined on M, the three assumptions in
Section 2 of [SI] are verified as shown by Simpson ([SI] Proposition 2.2).

We would like to apply Theorem 1 in [SI]; however it does not quite apply
to our situation. We show below how the proof can be modified in our case.
[This amounts to the observation that the condition |AFA[K € L°°(X) in
Theorem 1 of [SI] can be weakened to the condition |Af'K\K € L"(X) for
some p > n = dime A']

Let h'p(t) (0 > 0) be the metric constructed in the proof of Proposition
7.2, we have (see the first inequality in (9))

By Young's inequality and the fact that [Mfi G$dy = 1, we have

for all ( > 0, where 2 < p < po (pa is defined in Lemma 5.2).
Therefore K(t), the limit of Kp(t) , also satisfies

for all t > 0.
Then we can see that the main estimate Proposition 5.3 in [Si] holds

(recalling dime M — 2). In fact, using Moser's iterative estimate, we have
(see p.885 and the proof of Proposition 2.1 in [SI])

p | ] t | U
M

where s is defined by e3 = KQXK.
By Proposition 7.2, we know that supM |AF#\K < oo, for any ( > 0,

so that Lemma 7.1 in [SI] holds. Hence (see the proof of Theorem 1 at
p.895 in [Si]) K(t) convergences to a Hermitian metric H' on £" as t —»• oo
and H' G AKt, A ^ , = 0 and det K^lH' = 1. Since trFH< - trFKo =
9dlogdet KQ1H' = 0, we have trFH' = trFKo 6 L°°(M). By proposition 4.3
we have a Hermitian-Einstein metric H £ AK0. This proves the first part.

Conversely, suppose that H is a Hermitian-Einstein metric compatible
with the parabolic structure.
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By Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 5.2 we have par deg E = d{E,H).
Suppose that. V is a rank 1 coherent subsheaf of E with quotient torsion

free, then by Lemma 5.3 and Lemma 5.4, par deg V = d{V, H).
Since // is a Hermitian-Einstein metric, Lemma 3.6 yields that

par deg V < -par deg E

and if equality holds then dit — 0 on M outside a finite set of points. If E
were not parabolic stable, then there would exist V with djry = 0 outside- a
finite set of points in M. Since |flv|// is bounded in a neighborhood of each
of these points, TTV extends to M holomorphically.

Now we show that 7rv has a holomorphic extension jfv : E —• E over M.
To see this, we choose, for any x0 € D, a neighborhood UXo C V of x0 and a
frame tf'(p'ei), ${p"f:i) of E with the notation in the proof of Lemma 5.2.

We represent nv in UXa \ D by

where â  is bounded in Uxa\D because irv is an orthogonal projection. Since
U] — 02 "> — 1 and

we conclude that ^^ has a holomorphic extension 7ry to M.
Since iry2 — Wv> we see that E = V ®W on M with holomorphic subbun-

dles V and IV. This contradicts our assumption that E is indecomposable.
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